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FURSYS

About FURSYS GROUP

About

FURSYS GROUP

FURSYS GROUP is a comprehensive furniture manufacturing company.
We specialize in developing furniture lines with aesthetic designs,

quality materials and high functionality. Our products enhance your

personal and work spaces to make them more spacious and pleasant.
Experience how the innovative technologies and intelligent designs of
office, home, educational and hospital furniture can recreate space,
provide comfort, stimulate creativity and add style and beauty.

Head office, Seoul, Korea
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About FURSYS GROUP

R&D,
STUDIO ONE

FURSYS GROUP has been running a specialized research institute
and has been making continuous efforts to design environment
beyond furniture. We have been conducting scientific and

systematic research focusing on people’s lives to realize good

products. Through this, we design a living space that responds
organically to the needs and circumstances of the user.
Integrated Institute ‘STUDIO ONE’

Recognizing the importance of design management in the early
days, FURSYS GROUP established the first furniture research

institute in 1989 to establish a leading research environment.

In 2018, we are inheriting the design philosophy of “STUDIO ONE”,
which is named together with the new construction of the

integrated research space. As of 2018, about 17% of the employees
are made up of R&D personnel, boasting exceptional design
competitiveness.

We are maximizing the synergy of R&D capabilities in an integrated
research.
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About FURSYS GROUP

PRODUCTION, QUALITY
and the ENVIRONMENT

FURSYS believes in self manufacture and thorough quality tests.
From single parts to the packaging of completed products, all

processes are conducted in our own factories. With specialized

production lines equipped with the latest technology, by following
the strict standards and quality of BIFMA and EN, we self-

manufacture everything from parts to completed products.
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Motion
Desk
The MOTION DESK provides a
user-optimized environment.
It can adjust the height of

the entire desk work surface.
Therefore, you can keep the

desk area constant at any height.

FURSYS

MOTION DESK

FURSYS ERGONOMIC RESEARCH

Healthy posture according
to body rhythm

DOWN

UP

UP

DOWN

09:00

11:30

14:00

16:30

Intensive work
while seated

Brief meeting in
standing position

Intensive work in
standing position

Paper work
while seated

Change in work efficiency
by using MOTION DESK
Using Motion desk

32% UP

Working while only seated
LOW

Very Bad

HIGH

Comparison of pain
according to posture

〈
〈

BACK PAIN
NA

When you just
sit down

Repeat sitting
and standing

When you just
stand up
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MOTION DESK

WHY FURSYS MOTION

Bluetooth App

Artificial Intelligence

Urethane edge - Reduce fatigue

adjustment mechanism manufacturer, guarantees perfect quality.

which is close to zero of formaldehyde emission. The urethane

Using the motor of Denmark LINAK, the world’s leading height
It helps to concentrate on work by moving with low vibration

and low noise. You can adjust and set the height with the mobile

Certified by Greenguard, FURSYS is using E0 grade PB on the desk,
edge protects the user and reduces fatigue.

application, and the AI will let you know when to sit and get up.

Eco-friendly

Built to last

which is close to zero of formaldehyde emission.

in the authorized laboratory.

Certified by Greenguard, FURSYS is using E0 grade PB on the desk,

FURSYS products follow BIFMA standard and the test is conducted
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MOTION DESK

SPEC
Size

1500/1600/1800/2100

Colour

780

QUICKSHIP

700-1200

WW

EXTENDED RANGE
Main
desk

LL

FIV

CC

KAP

LDBK

LDDGM

Back
part

22T

A

B
C

E

Detail

A. Screen 1500/1600/1800/2100

D1

B. E0 grade worktop

D2

C. Upper duct

D. Vertical duct : Data & Power

E. Horizontal duct
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Design and specification may change
without notice.

Subject to stock availability.

Colours are only an indication actual

colour samples available on request.

DIAMI HEAD OFFICE

FURSYS HEAD OFFICE

www.globalfursys.com

24 WILLIAMSON RD, INGLEBURN NSW 2565, AUSTRALIA TEL. 1300-411-500

FURSYS BLDG, OGEUM-RO, SONGPA-GU, SEOUL TEL. 82-2-3400-6381 FAX. 82-2-443-3812

